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While A1C is well established as an important risk marker for diabetes complications, with the increasing use of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) to help
facilitate safe and effective diabetes management, it is important to understand
how CGM metrics, such as mean glucose, and A1C correlate. Estimated A1C (eA1C)
is a measure converting the mean glucose from CGM or self-monitored blood
glucose readings, using a formula derived from glucose readings from a population
of individuals, into an estimate of a simultaneously measured laboratory A1C.
Many patients and clinicians ﬁnd the eA1C to be a helpful educational tool, but
others are often confused or even frustrated if the eA1C and laboratory-measured
A1C do not agree. In the U.S., the Food and Drug Administration determined that
the nomenclature of eA1C needed to change. This led the authors to work toward
a multipart solution to facilitate the retention of such a metric, which includes
renaming the eA1C the glucose management indicator (GMI) and generating a new
formula for converting CGM-derived mean glucose to GMI based on recent clinical
trials using the most accurate CGM systems available. The ﬁnal aspect of ensuring a
smooth transition from the old eA1C to the new GMI is providing new CGM analyses and explanations to further understand how to interpret GMI and use it
most effectively in clinical practice. This Perspective will address why a new name
for eA1C was needed, why GMI was selected as the new name, how GMI is
calculated, and how to understand and explain GMI if one chooses to use GMI as a
tool in diabetes education or management.
A1C is an important measure of diabetes population health and of the risk for longterm diabetes complications. However, this long-term average glucose metric, used
alone, may be insufﬁcient to optimally guide a personalized therapy change, particularly
in patients using insulin, since it cannot reveal extent or timing of hypoglycemia or the
presence of clinically important glucose variability or hyperglycemia patterns. A1C also
does not capture the daily nuances of insulin-dosing decisions and glycemic excursions.
Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) is a powerful tool with the potential to
transform the management of individuals with type 1 diabetes (T1D) or type 2
diabetes (T2D). In real time, CGM can show trends in hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia,
and glucose variability, some of which warrant immediate therapeutic action.
Retrospective analysis of CGM data quantiﬁes the time in target range and the
time in clinically signiﬁcant hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, as well as revealing
patterns of hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, and glucose variability. In short, CGM helps
individuals with diabetes and clinicians optimize diabetes management strategies.
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PERSPECTIVES IN CARE

Glucose Management Indicator
(GMI): A New Term for Estimating
A1C From Continuous Glucose
Monitoring
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A recent study using modern CGM
technology concluded that 10–14 days
of CGM data provide a good estimate of
CGM metrics for a 3-month period (1).
Ten days of CGM data is usually sufﬁcient
for an estimate of average glucose, time
in target range, and time in hyperglycemia, while 14 days or more of CGM data
provides a better estimate for time in
hypoglycemia and of glucose variability.
Thus, CGM data for at least 10–14 days
provides sufﬁcient data to generate a
representative CGM-derived mean glucose value for a given individual. From
this mean glucose, and using a standard
formula, a value some have called an
“estimated A1C” (eA1C) can be generated, intended to approximate the value
of a simultaneously measured laboratory
A1C. Many clinicians and patients ﬁnd
the eA1C useful in clinical management
of diabetes. An international consensus
group recently included the eA1C in its
list of core CGM metrics recommended for
inclusion in all standard CGM reports (2).
While many ﬁnd the eA1C useful,
clinicians and patients often are understandably confused or frustrated when
the CGM-derived eA1C and laboratorymeasured A1C do not closely match. In
addition, there is some concern that the
term eA1C implies a more direct relationship with the measured A1C than is
actually the case. In light of such concerns,
members of the Center for Devices and
Radiological Health (CDRH), a division of
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) that regulates medical devices, including CGM systems, contacted the clinical community to discuss ways to address
this issue.
Very constructive dialogue with CDRH
has led the authors to a solution that
would address the FDA concerns. The
CGM-derived mean glucose would be
entered into a standardized formula as
before (although there is a slight modiﬁcation of the current eA1C formula; see
below) to generate a value similar to the
previous eA1C value (and expressed in
the same units [%]), but the name of the
metric will be changed. A new term could
replace eA1C on a CGM report if that
new name conveyed a metric that helps
to inform or guide diabetes management
and did not imply a precise match with
a contemporaneous laboratory A1C. After feedback from the authors, the FDA,
many diabetes health care professionals, individuals with diabetes, diabetes
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advocacy groups, laboratory experts,
and CGM device manufacturers, the
new name agreed upon to replace “estimated A1C” is “glucose management
indicator” (GMI).
Below we discuss in more detail why a
change in the name eA1C is needed and
why GMI was selected. In addition, we
outline how GMI is calculated and interpreted and how it could serve in
practice as one CGM-based indicator
of the current status of diabetes management.
WHY IS A CHANGE IN THE NAME
eA1C NEEDED?

Many CGM data reports include an estimate of A1C based on the CGM-measured
mean glucose concentration. For some
patients, the eA1C closely approximates a
laboratory-measured A1C, but for others
it might be higher or lower than the actual A1C. As was shown in a recent article
by Beck et al. (3), a laboratory-measured
A1C of 8.0% could be associated with a
CGM-measured mean glucose concentration as low as 155 mg/dL (for which
the estimate of A1C from mean glucose
would be 7.0%) or as high as 218 mg/dL
(for which the estimate of A1C from
mean glucose would be 8.5%). This discordance between the eA1C and the
measured A1C can be confusing for patients and clinicians. After our discussion with FDA’s CDRH, endocrinologists,
diabetes educators, and patient advocates, we concluded that coining a name
other than “estimated A1C” would reduce confusion.
WHY WAS THE TERM GMI
SELECTED?

The term selected to replace eA1C must
overcome the perceived barriers to the
name eA1C yet convey that an estimate
of A1C from mean glucose remains a
helpful metric that can be used to enhance diabetes management.
It was suggested that the new term
not include either “estimated” or “A1C”
to avoid a misinterpretation that the
value of this metric should always closely
match a corresponding laboratorymeasured A1C. In addition, the word
“index” was avoided because when
paired with the word glucose or glycemic, which were words likely to be in the
new term, this phrase could easily be
confused with the already established
concept of glycemic index.

The term GMI is intended to convey
that this is a measure derived from
glucose values and can provide an indication of the current state of a person’s
glucose management. “Glucose control
indicator” or “glucose management indicator” emerged as the leading candidates to replace eA1C. These two terms
and others were released for comment
to several hundred health care professionals from over 80 clinics caring for
people with diabetes across the U.S. (4),
to individuals with diabetes and patient
advocacy organizations, and to manufacturers of glucose monitoring systems
that previously included eA1C in their
glucose reports. While both terms, glucose control indicator and glucose management indicator, satisﬁed many of
the desired characteristics of the new
term, feedback strongly supported the
word “management” instead of “control.”
Multiple physicians, researchers, diabetes educators, and individuals with diabetes quoted articles from Dickinson
et al., including “The Use of Language
in Diabetes Care and Education” (5),
in support of their preference for the
word “management.” This article states
that sometimes words are chosen related
to diabetes that can be perceived as
negative, stigmatizing, or judgmental instead of empowering. A prime example
used by Dickinson et al. (5) is using the
word control in the context of diabetes
being “poorly controlled,” “uncontrolled,” or
“out of control,” which may be perceived
as judgmental or not being good enough.
Dickinson et al. propose diabetes management or glucose management as
more positive and empowering language
than diabetes control or glucose control.
With this diverse and thoughtful feedback, we accepted the term “glucose
management indicator.”
HOW IS GMI CALCULATED?

GMI is calculated from a formula derived from the regression line computed
from a plot of mean glucose concentration points on the x-axis and contemporaneously measured A1C values on the
y-axis. The concept of estimating mean
glucose from a measured A1C was popularized by the A1c-Derived Average
Glucose (ADAG) study conducted in
2006–2007, which consisted of a data
set with a median of 13 days of CGM
measurements plus 39 days of ﬁngerstick
blood glucose measurements (6). More
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recently, Beck et al. (3) published an
equation (3.38 + 0.02345 3 [mean glucose in mg/dL]) to estimate A1C from
CGM-measured mean glucose concentration using modern CGM technology
(Dexcom G4 Platinum CGM System with
software 505; Dexcom, Inc., San Diego,
CA) and using up to 91 days of CGM
data (median 66 days) from 387 individuals with diabetes, combining data
from three clinical trials (315 with T1D
and 72 with T2D) (7–9).
To validate this formula, CGM data
from the HypoDE study (10) (141 individuals with T1D for whom 4 weeks of data
were collected with the Dexcom G5 sensor prior to A1C measurement) were
analyzed to compute the regression equation to estimate A1C from the CGMmeasured mean glucose concentration.
The calculated equation from the HypoDE
data (3.15 + 0.02505 3 [mean glucose in
mg/dL]) is quite similar to the aforementioned equation, in essence validating the
publication by Beck et al. (3).
Since the two equations are nearly
identical, the data set from the HypoDE
study was combined with that of the prior
study (mean amount of CGM data prior
to A1C measurement was 48 full-day
equivalents, range 13–89 days) to compute a pooled equation with greater
precision:
GMI ð%Þ ¼ 3:31 þ 0:02392
3 ½mean glucose in mg=dL

This is shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. In
general, each 25 mg/dL increase in mean
glucose corresponds to a GMI increase of
0.6%, e.g., a mean glucose of 150 mg/dL
corresponds to a GMI of 6.9%, with
175 mg/dL corresponding to 7.5% and
200 mg/dL corresponding to 8.1%.
The comparable formula using mean
glucose expressed as mmol/L and using
the International Federation of Clinical
Chemistry (IFCC) standard units for A1C
is GMI (mmol/mol) = 12.71 + 4.70587 3
[mean glucose in mmol/L]. We propose
that these formulas be used to compute
the GMI from CGM-derived mean glucose (again with the suggestion that at
least 10 and preferably 14 or more days
of CGM data be used). A calculator to
compute GMI is available at www.jaeb
.org/gmi and www.AGPreport.org/agp/
links. The studies used to generate
the GMI equation are summarized in
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Table 1—GMI calculated for various
CGM-derived
mean
glucose
concentrations

Figure 1—Plot of CGM-measured mean glucose concentration vs. central laboratory–
measured A1C used to compute the formula
to estimate GMI, combining data from four
randomized trials using the Dexcom G4 sensor with 505 software (N = 528) described in
the Supplementary Data. The shaded area
represents the 95% CI of the regression line.
The regression equation to compute GMI (%) =
3.31 + 0.02392 3 [mean glucose in mg/dL] or
GMI (mmol/mol) = 12.71 + 4.70587 3 [mean
glucose in mmol/L]. A calculator to compute
GMI is available at www.jaeb.org/gmi and
www.AGPreport.org/agp/links.

Table 2 provides keys points to help a
clinician explain to an individual with
diabetes how to interpret a GMI value.
There will be clinical scenarios when it
is expected that the GMI and laboratory
A1C will not agree. For instance, during
short periods of acute hyperglycemia
(illness, steroid administration, diabetic
ketoacidosis), the average glucose and
thus the GMI will be higher than a laboratory A1C measured at the same time,
as the laboratory value reﬂects glucose
levels primarily over the last 2–3 months.
The opposite also can occur, where the
GMI is lower than the laboratory A1C if
there are short periods of much lowerthan-usual glucose readings (starting a
new carbohydrate-reduced diet, an intensive exercise regimen, or during the
ﬁrst few weeks after starting a new
effective glucose-lowering medication).

GMI (%)*

100

5.7

125
150

6.3
6.9

175

7.5

200

8.1

225

8.7

250

9.3

275

9.9

300

10.5

350

11.7

CGM-measured mean
glucose (mmol/L)
GMI (mmol/mol)†

the Supplementary Data. Since all four
studies used a Dexcom sensor, we cannot
be certain that the formula would be
precisely the same for CGM data collected from a different sensor. However, it
can be expected that the formula would
be similar irrespective of sensor accuracy, assuming that the sensor measurements are not directionally biased.
HOW CAN GMI BE EXPLAINED TO
INDIVIDUALS WITH DIABETES AND
BE USED TO HELP INFORM
GLUCOSE MANAGEMENT
TARGETS?

CGM-derived mean
glucose (mg/dL)

5

36.2

6

40.9

7

45.7

8

50.4

9

55.1

10

59.8

12

69.2

14
16

78.6
88.0

18

97.4

*GMI (%) = 3.31 + 0.02392 3 [mean glucose
in mg/dL]. †GMI (mmol/mol) = 12.71 +
4.70587 3 [mean glucose in mmol/L].
A calculator to compute GMI is available
at www.jaeb.org/gmi and www.AGPreport
.org/agp/links.

Despite these considerations, most of
the time when there are no acute or
dramatic changes from an individual’s
usual glucose levels, the difference between GMI and A1C can help inform diabetes management and help clinicians and
patients set personalized/individualized
A1C goals. If a person has a GMI always
considerably lower than expected from a
measured A1C, one has to be careful not
to set the therapeutic goal based on the
laboratory A1C target too low. For example:
c

If the target A1C is 7.0% but the GMI
is always lower (say 6.6%), it would
be advisable to ensure that the time
spent in hypoglycemia is not excessive.
(A benchmark for how well we can
do today in minimizing hypoglycemia
while maximizing time in target range
comes from the MiniMed 670G hybrid
closed loop pivotal trial, in which 3% of
CGM values were ,70 mg/dL and 1%
were ,54 mg/dL while 72% of glucose
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Table 2—Explaining GMI to individuals with diabetes
GMI tells you what your approximate A1C level is likely to be, based on the average glucose level
from your CGM readings for 14 or more days.
c

GMI gives you the A1C level that would usually be expected from a large number of
individuals with diabetes who have the same average CGM glucose level as you.
c However, your laboratory A1C might be similar to, higher than, or lower than your GMI.
○ Your GMI is calculated from your average CGM glucose, which measures glucose in
interstitial ﬂuid (under the skin) every 1–5 min.
○ Laboratory A1C is a measure of how much glucose has attached to the hemoglobin in your
red blood cells over the life of each red blood cell, ;120 days.
○ Each person’s red blood cells may live for a slightly different number of days, and there may
be differences in factors that affect how glucose attaches to your red blood cells.
Therefore, we do not expect people with the same average glucose or calculated GMI to
have the exact same laboratory A1C value.
○ There also are certain medical conditions that affect the life span of red blood cells that may
explain differences between the GMI and laboratory A1C, including hemoglobinopathies
and hemolytic anemia.
Here is what having a difference in laboratory-measured A1C and GMI may mean:
Laboratory A1C vs. GMI
8.0% vs. 7.8%
A1C measured from a blood test that is similar to your GMI means
that your average CGM glucose level is about what would be
predicted from the measured A1C. (Based on the average of
values from many other people.)
8.0% vs. 7.2%
A1C measured from a blood test that is higher than your GMI means
that your average CGM glucose level is lower than would be
predicted from the measured A1C. (Based on the average of
values from many other people.)
7.2% vs. 8.0%

A1C measured from a blood test that is lower than your GMI means
that your average CGM glucose level is higher than would be
predicted from the measured A1C. (Based on the average of
values from many other people.)

A difference between your laboratory measured A1C and your GMI level, while not unexpected,
may be important to consider in your diabetes management. Please discuss with your health
care team.

values were in the target range of 70–
180 mg/dL.) Setting a slightly higher
A1C target (such as 7.3%) or suggesting the use of CGM or more frequent
self-monitored blood glucose testing
may be advisable to minimize the risk
of hypoglycemia.
If a person has a GMI always considerably
higher than expected from a measured
A1C, one has to be careful not to set
the laboratory A1C target too high. For
example:
c

If the target A1C is 7.5% and the GMI is
always higher (say 7.9%), it might be
safe to set the A1C target slightly
lower, such as at 7.2%, in order to
minimize excessive hyperglycemia.

Table 3 shows the degree to which the
GMI (calculated from CGM-derived mean
glucose) and the A1C (laboratory measured) agree, based on 528 individuals
with diabetes having both values measured concurrently. Note that 19% of the
time the GMI and laboratory A1C have

an identical value, while 51% of the time
they differ by 0.3% (A1C points) or more
and 28% of the time they differ by 0.5%
(A1C points) or more. This fairly frequent,
clinically signiﬁcant mismatch in GMI
and laboratory A1C values reinforces the
importance of understanding how the
difference between GMI and laboratory
A1C can be used to reﬁne and personalize
each individual’s glucose management
plan.
The literature available to date (11)
indicates that the difference in laboratory A1C and GMI remains relatively
stable for each individual over time. If
an individual has a lower GMI than expected from the measured A1C (lower
average glucose than expected), then the
GMI will usually continue to be lower
than the laboratory A1C on repeated
comparisons over time. Such an individual likely has a longer red blood cell
(RBC) life span (slower RBC turnover
rate) than average, a higher RBC glycation rate than average, or a variation in
another, as yet undeﬁned biologic or
genetic factor.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO USE
BOTH THE A1C AND CGM
(METRICS AND PROFILES) IN
DIABETES MANAGEMENT?

Since laboratory-measured A1C and CGMderived glucose data may be used in
different ways to inform a glucose management plan, it is wise to discuss with
patients both a laboratory A1C target
and the goals for glucose management
based on CGM metrics and proﬁles.
The A1C target for a person with diabetes should be individualized or modiﬁed based on patient characteristics
(age, life expectancy, awareness of hypoglycemia, severity of complications,
pregnancy), the level of engagement in
diabetes self-management (educational
and psychosocial circumstances), and
glucose monitoring data including the
GMI. Formulating an individualized A1C
target is only one component of an effective glucose management plan. Having real-time CGM glucose data and
retrospective glucose patterns available
provides additional information to help
guide appropriate medication or lifestyle
selection and adjustment (12–14).
Using CGM can help guide diabetes
management in real time with minuteto-minute glucose values and trend arrows as well as retrospectively with an
analysis of glucose metrics and patterns.
The core glucose metrics to help clinicians evaluate the effectiveness of the
current diabetes management plan include average glucose, GMI, time in range
(time in target range 70–180 mg/dL),

Table 3—Difference between GMI
(calculated from CGM-derived mean
glucose) and laboratory-measured
A1C (N = 528)
Absolute value
of difference
between GMI and Percentage
laboratory A1C (%) of values (%)

95%
CI (%)

0 to ,0.1

19

$0.1

81

78–84

$0.2

67

63–71

16–22

$0.3

51

47–55

$0.4

39

34–43

$0.5

28

24–32

$0.6
$0.7

19
12

15–22
9–15

$0.8

8

5–10

$0.9

4

3–6

$1.0

3

2–4
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time in hypoglycemia (,70 and ,54
mg/dL), time in hyperglycemia (.180
and .250 mg/dL), and a measure of
glucose variability (coefﬁcient of variation, which is SD divided by mean glucose). While average glucose, GMI, time
in hyperglycemia, and time in target
range all give a similar perspective on
overall glucose management to the
A1C (all being mostly inﬂuenced by
the degree of hyperglycemia present),
the additional metrics of time in hypoglycemia and glycemic variability add
critical information beyond the A1C
value to assess whether there are added
safety concerns that need to be addressed
in the diabetes management plan.
For example, someone who has an
A1C of 6.8% and who spends 10% of
the day in hypoglycemia would beneﬁt
from a care plan different than someone
who has an A1C of 6.8% and who spends
1% of the day in hypoglycemia.
GMI can also give patients and providers perspective on how an overall laboratory A1C is trending, but in a shorter
time window. For instance, if a new
therapy is added and GMI moves from
8.5 to 7.8% in 2–4 weeksdand there is no
meaningful increase in hypoglycemiad
it is probably working.
Understanding and using the CGMgenerated glucose proﬁles and patterns
are critical to managing diabetes and
titrating therapy. Now that CGM proﬁle
visualization is moving toward a standard
ambulatory glucose proﬁle (2,15), it is
becoming easier to establish a consistent
dialogue with patients on how to spot
exactly what time of day and on which
days there are patterns of hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia that need attention in order to safely work toward
spending more and more time in the
target range.
CONCLUSIONS

CGM is being used more frequently in
patients with T1D and in some patients
with T2D, particularly those using insulin,
and in pregnancy. It is also an essential
component of automated insulin delivery
devices (hybrid closed loop or artiﬁcial
pancreas) (16). This uptake in use reﬂects
the fact that many CGM devices are now
smaller, more accurate, factory calibrated
(no ﬁnger sticks), increasingly affordable
for those with coverage, and garnering
better reimbursement.
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While A1C is currently the primary
measure guiding glucose management
and a valuable marker of the risk of developing diabetes complications, we believe that the GMI along with the other
CGM metrics provide for a much more
personalized diabetes management plan.
As the use of CGM increases and if the
evidence builds connecting CGM metrics
with the risk of diabetes complications,
the day may come when CGM is routinely
used in conjunction with A1C or in some
cases in place of A1C as the major glucose
management tool, with CGM metrics
becoming key indicators of quality diabetes care. Until then, changing the
name from eA1C to GMI provides a
useful measure for connecting CGM
metrics to laboratory A1C and reinforces
the need for ongoing diabetes management and patient and health care professional engagement. It is the hope of
the authors that the term GMI and its
calculation will be adopted by the global
diabetes community.
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